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YARO: Hello, this is Yaro Starak and welcome to the Entrepreneur's Journey 
podcast. Today's guest is Leonie Dawson. 

Hello, this is Yaro Starak and welcome to an Entrepreneur's Journey interview 
which I have to say, this is possibly the most exci'ng interview I have done in 
a while for so many reasons but, I can't, I don't know what the number one 
reason is. Maybe it's because a fellow Australian on the line, although I don't 
sound Australian but, you'll hear our guest, Leonie, she definitely sounds 
Australian. So, first of all, Leonie Dawson, thank you for joining me. 

LEONIE: Thank you so much! Yes, there's no way that I can cover up this 
accent, my very, what I like to call, "small town regional like Northern 
Australian accent." [Laughter] 

YARO: Right. I'm assuming that's where you are born, right? 

LEONIE: Yes. I was born in a li\le town of, a country town in Northern 
Queensland. 

YARO: Okay, well, I was born in Brisbane so, a slightly larger country town 
than Queensland. 

LEONIE: Yes. 

YARO: Not by much but [laughter]. 

LEONIE: Well no, you guys like the big smoke, man like you guys need a big 
space. So cosmopolitan. 
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YARO: [Laughter] Exactly. I figured how the caffeine came on with it. 

LEONIE: [Laughter] It strays from the territory so easily. It's always like I can 
parody myself. 

YARO: Yes, I'm sure you do probably many 'mes but in case you're 
wondering, Leonie does run an online business that's now doing over a 
million dollars a year. 

Why I wanted to get Leonie on besides talking about how she does that, 
Leonie has one of the best, I don't know how to say this, the strongest sense 
of, I don't want to call it a personal brand even though it is a personal brand 
but it's this personalisa'on to the way she communicates, how she presents 
her media because you use a lot of artwork which I know you do yourself, 
right, with a lot of your emails, your blog itself, even your sales pages I looked 
at and go, "This is like a drawing." 

That I find par'cularly special and I'm sure it's a key component in the success 
you've had but also that's a reflec'on of Leonie's personality which we will 
hear comes through. And, I think that's all been a big part of why you built 
such a large following and have a successful business. Is that a good 
summary? 

LEONIE: Well, yes. I think so. I'm currently blushing like for everyone 
listening, like I was just telling Yaro that when I got the interview request from 
Yaro, I had to do eye of the 'ger which is my victory song and I was dancing 
around the room and I was on a call with all my team members and then they 
were all like, "Wow!" And, I felt like I lay down on the floor emo'onally 
processing because I was so happy. 

So, I always say, I was doing it like really easy so, like even the idea that you 
know who I am is like blowing my mind! 

YARO: I'll speak with the monotone tone of voice to keep you in control 
[laughter]. 

LEONIE: [Laughter] Cheers yes, the least excitement as possible, all right. 
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YARO: Yes. 

LEONIE: Or, I have to lay down on the floor process. 

YARO: I'll be the anchor to keep you controlled there. Well, actually, I'm 
curious because Leonie's done, well you've done online business for as long 
as I've done online business. So, I don't remember when I first got in touch 
with you but I know I was recently, when I say recently, in the last three years, 
requested by one of my interview club members actually to get you on the 
show and that was when I really had a good dig into your work basically 
because I was curious about your sales funnel actually. I wanted to see what 
products you were selling and how you were selling them. I kind of maybe 
ini'ally lumped you into that sort of very popular at the moment Marie Forleo 
women teaching women how to do business box. 

But, as I con'nued to, I guess, consume and I obviously was on your email 
list, I really felt that there's something different about the way you presented 
yourself online. You're definitely not holding back with your personality and 
maybe it's just because your personality is the way it is, Leonie, I don't know 
but it definitely came through as a dis'nct point of difference to every other 
woman teaching women how to do business. 

LEONIE: Well yes, basically it feels like I always love when people go, "Oh, 
you're a peace girl like f*ck man, like I don't even know who this Marie Forleo 
was. It was nearly 11 years ago when I started blogging. 

YARO: Right. 

LEONIE: It's just you know like there are so many great teachers out there 
and I learned like from all of them and everyone's got their own product but I 
just can't deal with the idea of teaching people what I know in a really bland 
way like that which just f*cking bore me to tears truth be told. 

I'm not really mo'vated by money. It doesn't excite me. I do not get a boner 
over money. And so, I just want something that's crea've and spiritual. That's 
like my dream job and so, wherever I can weave all of that into the digital 
world that makes me super happy. And, you know, I basically started out 
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doing self-help stuff. I ran spiritual and crea'vity e-courses and that sort of 
stuff. It was only aeer I hit six-figures that people started saying, "Well, look. 
Can you then teach us hippies like how to create business?" 

So you know like I really am pre\y niched like I prefer just to teach people 
who are hippies or who get that this is a rainbow unicorn ride like this is yes, 
there is gli\er involved. I am not going to be apologe'c about that. 

YARO: No, I think that's what is so unique about your work. There is a lot of, 
as you said, rainbows and unicorns which will turn off a bunch of people but 
it will certainly gravitate like pull a lot of other people who love that style. But, 
we're gefng ahead of ourselves. I'd love to go back -- 

LEONIE: Sure. 

YARO: -- to the early days. So, eleven years as a blogger even before that 
was, what were you doing? 

LEONIE: Sure. When I was a kid, I really wanted to be either an ar'st or a 
writer or somebody who changed the world like that was my thing very early 
on. And, my parents would always say, "Ar'sts don't make money and that's 
not going to work... You'll be a starving ar'st. You're going to have to get 
yourself an office job..." 

I kind of believed that. I opted into it and I remember like reading through like 
the careers book in high school and trying to find a job that would be like the 
perfect fit for this kind of like Leonie embodiment of cells. I couldn't find 
anything. 

So, I sort of went on this sort of spirally journey looking for my right fit in the 
world so I studied at three different universi'es and I ended up in Canberra 
and I worked in Joe Hockey's office funnily enough. He's a major wanker in 
person as well as on TV. 

YARO: That's an Australian poli'cian for the overseas listeners by the way. 

LEONIE: Yes and he also had to be a major wanker. It was, like I was kind of 
submi\ed to the path of, oh well, I just do, just have to work. I'm really sorry 
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if you can hear the storms at the moment, as well, sorry. I live in far north 
Queensland. It's cyclone season. This is what happens. 

YARO: Oh, that's all right. I hope it comes down here too. It's too hot at the 
moment. 

LEONIE: Yes. 

I was kind of just trying to find my path and my path was just to keep playing 
un'l I found it. And, when I was 21, for me, it felt like the longest 'me 
searching for what I wanted to do but, 21 is s'll quite young and when I was 
21, I found a Sacred Women's Circle that I really resonated with. 

Aeer that, I started going out to teach other women about this work because 
I just felt like it was so, so important. So, I started running retreats in person 
and like crea've goddess workshops and that sort of stuff. 

YARO: Was that online to start with at least for the marke'ng of it? 

LEONIE: No, not at all really. I went to it totally obtuse just with the real hot 
desire of wan'ng to create something and it was just through my personal 
network and the people finding out about me. And, I started blogging just 
because it was like gefng to share your diary with the world and I don't 
know if you've no'ced but I am kind of like an open book. I am definitely an 
over-sharer. 

YARO: [Chuckle]. Yes. 

LEONIE: And, I'm always mostly going, "Oh, that's right." Like people have to 
have boundaries about what they talk about. Sh*t, like and just try and 
remember that Leonie. 

YARO: Just to put this in the context, that blog, what year was that started? 

LEONIE: Oh god, I think it was August 2004. 

YARO: Wow, you, okay, I started my first version of a blog in I think 
September of 2004. You beat me by one month Leonie [laughter]. 
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LEONIE: [Laughter]. It is so funny. It just felt like it was so right and I look 
back on those days, I kind of miss them because it felt like the wild, wild west 
of the Internet like it felt like nobody was inhabi'ng it. If you were actually 
talking in there, it was like a really unique thing and now, like everybody 
f*cking builds like that, of course. But, that -- 

YARO: We're not unicorns anymore, right? 

LEONIE: Yes, totally. It just felt like this new territory and I was just blogging 
because the sheer love of wri'ng and sharing are like so exci'ng. And then, 
people started asking me, if they could buy my sh*t. 

I was like, "What? You can't be right. You want to buy something that was like 
the funnest thing I've ever made in my life?" 

YARO: When you say you're... I'm going to say stop [laughter]. 

LEONIE: Sure. 

YARO: (I can't swear) [laughter]. Did you have a range of products or where 
they just saying, "Listen, we love what you're wri'ng on this blog. Do you 
have a course we can take or do you have physical products we could buy?" 
What were they actually wan'ng from you? 

LEONIE: Oh sure, so I was pain'ng and sharing illustra'ons and artworks that 
I was doing. And so, they wanted to buy the original artworks and prints and 
they weren't commissioned. They were own kinds of artwork. All my ideas 
came from them basically. They were like, "I want this, we want this, we want 
this..." 

"All right, oh my f*cking god! Okay." 

Then, I started sharing about the retreats and the workshops that I was doing 
and everyone on my blog was like, "Ah! I live in Canada. I really want to do 
this course with you but I can't because I don't live where you live." 

And so, I said, "Oh, okay." And, that's when I started doing online programs 
because people were asking for them and I thought, maybe technically they 
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would sign up and I think, we got over 150 for the first round which was huge 
because that was just off my mailing list. 

YARO: Okay, got to ask two ques'on here. 

First of all, where would these people coming from because it sounds like 
you've got rabid poten'al buyers ready to go and obviously today, that 
doesn't really happen by chance anymore. You can't really start a blog and put 
your artwork out there and you've got this magic following instantly. I think 
we would both agree that 2004, 2005 is a bit of a different environment so, 
you couldn't just start publishing and poten'ally build an audience but did 
you do anything to grow what you were doing then in terms of just building 
traffic? 

LEONIE: Well, you know, it was totally strategic of me but what worked for 
me was, you know, I was a part of a lot of forums at that point like BB Press 
kind of forums before the days of Facebook and they were just really cool 
batches of women and so, I would turn up and I would share my story and I 
would just be full ball Leonie like everyday. 

I think this is the thing, if you are bring strategic about it, it becomes really 
draining but if you really enjoy it, then, this thing that you just love doing like 
you want to do. 

I was forming all these really super close connec'ons in forums that ten years 
on, I s'll have people from my forums who have bought things ever since 
then and who are s'll part of my membership programs who hilariously 
enough, one of them is even da'ng my dad now. 

YARO: [Laughter] 

LEONIE: That's right. That's f*cking awesome. Like all of my closest friends, 
the person who is da'ng my dad, all of them come from these forums from 
like ten or eleven years ago. It's so awesome. You can totally form these 
connec'ons with people. 
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YARO: Okay, so they became your blog readers. Did you have an email list at 
that point either? Did you learn about that or were you s'll just blogging? 

LEONIE: Oh, I s'll was blogging. I didn't learn about email marke'ng really. It 
was like four years like I was just blogging and just promo'ng through those 
things through those realms. And so, like my mailing list was so sh*t ass. I 
think that could get, "Oh my god, I could have go\en so many emails from 
that." 

YARO: So, the other ques'on then was this product, do you have, I'm 
assuming, there's no informa'on about how to create an online course that 
you followed back then, right? So, what did you do? How did you create a 
course and how did you deliver it? 

LEONIE: Sure. Well, one thing that I am definitely was and s'll very much am 
is an over-provider. So, they go to a six-week e-course and for each week of 
that e-course, they would get a 30-minute video which I did on my webcam 
at my garden. I think there was like no edi'ng involved because I wasn't at 
that level yet. So, it was just me rambling and it's very cute. I call it, Vintage 
Leonie. 

YARO: [Chuckle]. 

LEONIE: And, my dog was in it. It was super adorable but super "low-fi," let's 
call it that. And then, I would create a 30-minute medita'on MP3 each week 
as well and my husband is an audio engineer so, he would master it for me 
and I would create like an accompanying eBook and worksheets and I would 
hand illustrate them so, like every night before the course was ready to be 
sent out, I would be up un'l midnight like with my hand in a coal like 
handwri'ng and pain'ng and illustra'ng the e-course notes for each week. 

YARO: That's what you s'll do today, don't you because all your newsle\ers 
have hand drawing I'm assuming and... 

LEONIE: Totally. Totally... They were like fully, fully handwri\en so, there was 
like no typing. I include some typing in my stuff now but it was really cute 
cute-sy handwri\en. 
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YARO: So, you digi'zed that? So, you scanned it and then, emailed it or did 
you have a protected area on your blog because you didn't have an email list 
so, how did you give people this content? 

LEONIE: Oh so, I collected all the emails in a spreadsheet. 

YARO: Okay, [laughter]. 

LEONIE: And, I con'nue to do this spreadsheet ac'on un'l I started gefng 
hit as a spammer by Gmail and they'd keep locking me and my account and 
so, what I was going to do is I just keep on opening new accounts which is 
what I did. 

YARO: Wow. 

LEONIE: I know, I know and then, somebody told me about like AWeber and I 
was like, "Oh my god! Why? Why have I done this over myself?" 

So it was very, very naive of me. It was all super hand-made. Every 'me 
somebody emailed the product, I'd email them back. There was no 
automa'on happening there or whatsoever. 

YARO: How did you get paid? There's cash in the mail, isn't it [chuckle]? 

LEONIE: Well, no. I actually did have a Paypal account so, being like, that's a 
bonus point for Leonie. 

YARO: [Chuckle] There you go. You were somewhat advanced. 

Okay, so take us forward then. You're doing this. You're wri'ng the blog. 
You're selling your first course. I'm assuming by now, you've gone, "This is my 
job. This is my full-'me income source," right? 

LEONIE: No, no, no. I'm like I'm super, well, you know, it was genera'ng 
money but I'm super ... 

YARO: ... conserva've? 

LEONIE: I'm really debt adverse. 
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YARO: Okay. 

LEONIE: So, I wanted to make sure that I was... [loud thunderstorm in the 
background] Oh god! That was... Hello thunder gods! 

YARO: [Laughter] 

LEONIE: Yes, so I really wanted to make sure I was earning like above and 
beyond before I gave up my very cushy public service job. 

YARO: Right. 

LEONIE: So, there was definitely a certain point for me where I think I was 
earning, I can't remember. So, you know, I was doing maybe fieeen to twenty 
a year and it was s'll hobbyish... [loud thunder in the background] Oh god! 
Thunder gods! I swear to god, I haven't angered you! Like, we are friends. 

And so, I took myself for a walk and I was like, "What? Okay, in the next year, 
in order to quit my job, I want to earn thirty grand and it has to be like that or 
above in order to maybe even think about quifng my job. In the mean'me, 
like this is remaining a part 'me thing for me." 

YARO: Right. 

LEONIE: And, I remember like coming back and looking at all the figures and 
then there's no f*cking way I can work out how to grow this bigger and scale 
this and know how to build a business like I felt it totally found me and that's 
the point I said, "Well, there's other people out there in the world doing it so, 
this is just going to be something that I need to learn." 

And, I was like really numbers phobic, hippy/crea've ar'st, like, wooh! Very 
whimsical. And, I thought, "F*ck it. I'm just going to give myself a business and 
marke'ng educa'on," because that's the thing that's lacking. That's the thing I 
haven't like built my muscles at all and they're like totally flaccid, you know. 

YARO: [Laughter] So, how did you build that muscle out? What was the first 
step? 
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LEONIE: [Thunderstorms in the background] Oh god, the sky god is so upset! 

YARO: I've never done a podcast with lightning and thunder in the 
background. This is quite unique but, you know, let's go with it. 

LEONIE: Yes, word! Okay, it's just like really good folio like super sound effect. 

YARO: Yes, [chuckle] it's an ac'on movie podcast. 

LEONIE: Yes. So, I started reading business books and marke'ng magazines 
and I remember buying my first online course, oh god, it must have been 
2008, I think and it was from Naomi Dunford and it was $99. I, at that point, 
thought $99 was like, "Holy shit! I can't believe I spent $99 on an informa'on 
product on the internet." Like, that was, it was sh*t terror for me. 

I bought it and I implemented everything and sure enough, I hit thirty grand 
that year and every single year since then, I doubled or tripled my income 
each year. 

YARO: Wow. Okay, so from thirty, to sixty to ninety over six figures and then, 
now, you're doing over a million dollars a year as we record this. 

LEONIE: Yes. 

YARO: So, I'd love to maybe bring this current. So, it sounds like, let's bring us 
up to date, you con'nue to do what you were doing. Were there any sort of 
significant, I guess, 'pping points that, obviously, there was with Naomi for 
gefng you up to thirty, was there something that took you to six figures you 
can think of or was this the case of adding more people, reaching more 
people, did you maybe release a certain product that made a difference? 
What are the highlights from $30,000 a year to over a million a year, what are 
the highlights along that journey? 

LEONIE: I just read Good to Great by Jim Collins which I f*cking love. Oh my 
god, by the way, he is coming to Melbourne in March and I am so there to 
see him. I'm going to fan girl all over him. 

YARO: [Chuckle] okay. 
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LEONIE: Like, he doesn't know this hippie like, "Oh my god!" 

YARO: I don't think he'll know what's coming then, does he? 

LEONIE: I know, right? Bless him. He's going to be so lucky. Anyway, I love 
what he says about a flywheel in that it's not about this certain pushers that 
make everything expand. It's the daily pushing of this big wheel and it creates 
momentum. And, for me, the daily pushing has been to educate myself to 
always learn new things and then, secondly, and I think this is really 
important, is to implement them. 

If you just keep reading f*cking books and buying informa'on products and 
doing nothing with them, then, guess what? Nothing is going to happen! You 
need to like put your wheels on the ground and start turning it and get some 
momentum happening by implemen'ng it and seeing what works, what 
works for you and what works for your tribe and your business and then, 
taking note. You can go, "Okay, well that worked the last 'me. Let's create it 
again and see if we can do even be\er." 

Another one is I s'll work part 'me hours. I've got li\le kids and my priority in 
life isn't work. I love what I do but it's s'll, I do it in that 15-20 hours a week 
because kids... 

YARO: What do you do in that 15-20 hours a week? What's like a day in the 
life of Leonie right now? 

LEONIE: Sure. So, each morning, I always, always spend with my family. So, 
I've got a baby and a four-year-old and my really, really super hot husband. (I 
just felt like I needed to put that in there). 

YARO: Good. 

LEONIE: Well, just to clarify, is Leonie's husband hot? Yes. [Chuckle] 

And then, in the aeernoons from one to five, I go into my office and do my 
work. So, for me, I've worked out exactly what builds my business and one of 
the things that I really need to do. And so, I turn up to work and I say, "Okay, 
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what is it I need to do today to drive my business forward and just f*cking do 
it?" 

This is the thing like you just can't stay too much in your own head and 
wonder like you just you do just have to f*cking do it and see the results of it 
because momentum breeds momentum, and when you get in the habit of 
pressing 'publish,' when you get in the habit of consistently gefng programs 
and projects created and gone through and then, completed and pushed out 
into the world, it's so thrilling. I really love to get as much stuff completed as I 
can. 

So, for me, the really strong areas in my business that I can only do at this 
point is one is to manage a really great team so, I try and hire people who are 
passionate and have a great a\en'on to detail and I have to fire those people 
who don't fill up that mold because otherwise, it's just going to take up way 
too much of my 'me and I just f*cking hate it. 

And, you're like, "Oh, I quit my job just to get away from these people." Oh 
maybe that's a sign that I need to fire them, and of course, it's not just fire 
somebody. It's like I will never ever say it's fine because it really sucks. But 
s'll, I mean, it's really important to have a good team and then, I create all of 
the content, all of the blog posts and social media updates and content for 
new courses and programs and constantly come up with new ideas and what 
else do I do? 

YARO: [Chuckle] Do you do any coaching? Are you doing private coaching or 
is it all online courses? 

LEONIE: No, no, I don't do any private coaching anymore and I love that 
other people are offering it because it's so needed in the world but I don't 
have that model of kind of like smaller priced products then, up to like hugely 
priced coaching programs. That's s'll my style. There's lots of reasons for that. 

Number one is 'me. I hate telling one person something and then, having to 
tell it to the next person that same thing. I'm not a good explainer. I would 
rather create a product that goes on to help a thousand people instead of just 
like one on one helping somebody. 
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YARO: So, how many products do you have right now? 

LEONIE: So, each year I produce a Goals Workbook. This year, it's 2015 
Create Your Shining Year in Life Workbook and the 2015 Create Your Shining 
Year in Business Workbook and we just became a publishing company in the 
last year to print them ourselves and have mailing houses in three different 
countries and selling these to 73 different countries. So, that's been really fun 
and really full on and the rest of my programs, I don't even know how many 
I've got. We have to be maybe ten or twenty, probably more. And so, there's 
like heaps of crea'vity and spirituality courses and medita'ons and business 
programs. And, instead of having those available individually, they are all 
packaged up so like people pay one fee to my academy and they get 
everything like instant and so, they can just use it all to their heart's pleasure. 

So, I think we've got like three and half thousand dollars' worth of product 
and people can buy it for like five hundred bucks or under five hundred 
bucks. That works pre\y well for me because it means I don't have to 
promote as much because I just like crea'ng and so, for me, it just makes 
more sense to have cut it at the lower price op'on for people to go, "Oh my 
God! Of course I will f*cking buy that because it's like the best investment 
ever." 

They'd have to like really be nagging people telling them, "You should be 
buying this and gefng to save the high prices," because I can't be f*cked and 
I'd rather be pain'ng. 

YARO: Got you but, it takes a while to build up all that product so, it's a long-
term goal. I'm curious though, in terms of if you don't do a lot of promo'ons, 
you s'll must be finding customers somehow so, are they just kind of finding 
your blog content and then, joining your newsle\er and you send out your 
newsle\er pre\y frequently? I'm on it and I get it I think, once or twice a 
week, usually. And then, you have been promo'ng for example, your 
workbook at the start of this year. I haven't really seen much proac've 
promo'on. You sort of just released your content. So, do you find people just 
read your content and then, find your products? Like I go click the bu\on for 
the academy and then, look into that and then join? Is that...? 
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LEONIE: Well so, truth be told, I've done it really sh*t ass, watched this year, 
thank you very much for picking that up [laughter]. 

YARO: Well... 

LEONIE: Yes. 

YARO: I don't know. I have no idea how many customers you got from that. 

LEONIE: Well, we s'll hit the numbers and it's s'll like super profitable in a 
lot of stuff but I have not gone hard gun on like sales le\ers for it. I definitely 
wish, I definitely was wan'ng to but we were kind at the point where we 
nearly sold out with our printed books anyway so, it's sort of was like, "Do we 
really want to a Natalie's twin? We've basically sold out." 

YARO: Yes, right. No. 

LEONIE: So -- 

YARO: But, I mean, in general because that's kind of like the one 'me 
promo'on you do at the beginning of the year but you obviously make sales 
outside of this promo'on, as well, right? 

LEONIE: Oh yes, totally. So yes, I'll go have like promo periods where I will 
send sales le\ers but yes, it probably is a pre\y lax way of selling. So, I just, 
basically, I'm always on Facebook. You know, we got updates going out all the 
'me to, I don't know how many people on my Facebook, 50,000? 40 
something? I don't know. Who cares? It's growing and that's the important 
thing. And, always send out weekly blog content to our mailing list which is at 
60,000 and yes, people just get the picture like if you want to dive deeper 
into the work, here's how you do it. And, it works for us. I'm sure we could 
nail people more but, I just can't really be bothered at this point. 

YARO: Oh no, you're doing seven figures a year. Nothing to complain about. 

LEONIE: [Laughter] 
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YARO: So, I'm just curious for like the listener who you know, this is a model I 
think a lot of people would love to follow, this sort of be yourself and 
everyone loves you, kind of, and you build a massive audience and they start 
buying your stuff which is, usually the hard part, gefng people to buy and 
gefng enough of an audience to make a full 'me income from it. 

So, not that I want to beli\le what you've done but you almost make it sound 
too easy like it's just be Leonie and people find you and love you and buy 
your stuff which is not always though the case for everyone. 

LEONIE: Well, true. And, I think too, you know, I'm pre\y op'mis'c kind of 
person. Like duh! Of course, it's easy. My husband is always saying like, "Don't 
forget to tell people. You've been f*cking blogging for eleven years and I only 
blog once a week now but for a long 'me now, I was blogging everyday." And 
so, this is a lot of nights. When I was working, I was spending a lot of 'me 
blogging and crea'ng connec'ons and lots of stuff. There's been a lot of 
f*cking hours put into this and it is momentum. 

Yes, I am only working for 10 to 20 hours but I have so many systems that 
have been placed and it is just momentum build momentum. I always 
producing new stuff. I'm always sharing it. As much as I am not always geared 
to be super strategic, I'm definitely always learning new things and trying new 
things and trying out new stuff on squeeze pages and trying out, okay if I do 
this kind of teleseminar, what's the drawback do I get from that and making 
decisions off that. 

So, of course, like as much as I am a big f*cking crea've hippy, I'm constantly 
making decisions. "Okay, what would drive the company forward? What is 
going to grow it in the biggest way? How can I protect my energy in the 
mean'me because I know that it's my energy and it's a real driver for this 
company?" 

It's definitely s'll analy'cal decisions being made every single f*cking day. 
When I am feeling really like, "Oh, I don't really feel like doing anything today," 
some'mes like, you know, I'm just kicking up myself up the odds, "Go, f*cking 
do it. Get accountable. Do it." 
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So, I'll go to my Mastermind or I'll talk to my accountability buddy. I'll give 
them a list of the things I need to get done that day and I'll go through and 
nail it because I'm definitely one of those people who like to perform and 
likes to perform publicly, and if that means that produc'vity needs to be a 
performance act and so f*cking be it but my loyalty is always to one, the 
company but, most of all, to sharing what I know with as many people who 
need it because I know, there's lots of people out there who are f*cking 
suffering or who want to know the things that are inside my brain and so, it's 
my duty to go out and try and find them. That's how I kind of look at 
marke'ng. There's definitely sh*t happening. It's definitely happening. But, of 
course, it's pre\y joyful for me. 

YARO: It sounds like you've posi'oned it where you are predominantly the 
content creator and get to do the main thing you enjoy which is, it sounds like 
the artwork combined with the sharing of your ideas, it's what you enjoy. 

I'd love to just take a look at how you manage to do that in par'cular with 
who you hired because like yourself, I don't love for example, crea'ng long 
sales pages. You've got some doozies there... 

LEONIE: Yes [laughter]. 

YARO: With and full of artwork so, I know you haven't outsourced the 
artwork part of this but, those sales pages, do you have a copywriter on your 
team? Maybe you can break down who does your copy but also who is on 
your team and what they do. 

LEONIE: Sure. So, basically, for me, I believe that copywri'ng and sales pages 
and sales wri'ng and email sales le\ers, I believe like that's something that 
every person in online business needs to invest in their own educa'on for 
and to try it out and get really good at because that's the gold in the business. 

So, all copy is mine. And I definitely have to spend a lot of 'me reading books 
that I feel like re going completely over my f*cking head. But, part of it 
thinking, even though if it's only like 10%, it sinks in great. We'll just try that in 
the mix and see how it converts. And, you know, I not at the point where I'm 
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like AB split tes'ng pages because at this point, there's too much my brain to 
wrap around yet but when I do, I'm going to be a f*cking brilliant guru at it. 

YARO: Yes. 

LEONIE: But yes, the copy is all mine and I really do love long sales pages 
because I am not the most, I don't know, I'm just not efficient with words. 
There's a lot of things that I want to say. 

YARO: Right, so you do not long for the hope of trying to convert more even 
though obviously, you have to go to but, you just want to say everything you 
want to say. 

LEONIE: Yes. Well, there's a lot of sh*t to say about my products and you 
know, I definitely include lots of tes'monials and I just, I want to show what 
the value is about the product and you know, I try and make it easy for 
people so, when you're swirling through like the great tones, I think 
somebody, one of my VA, she was like, "Oh my god! It takes 90 scrolls to get 
to the bo\om of this sales page." I'm like, "Woah!" 

YARO: You don't get a price for that but maybe you should, right? 

What about your team? Who else is there? So, there's no copywriter. That's 
Leonie. 

LEONIE: Yes, that's more and I have two VAs and one tech person. 

YARO: Wow, you're lean, you're about as lean as me. So, the tech person, I 
imagine the VA is customer service administra'on sort of task. For the tech 
person, are they...? You're using Infusionsoe now. You moved away from 
Aweber, right? So, are they kind of doing all of that for you? 

LEONIE: Totally. We hire a team, I contract a team. It's Animas Web and we 
just f*cking love them to bits. So, the best bunch of blokes to work with ever. 
Oh my god, like this is about, this how much they go above and beyond. We 
have made issues with our US mailing house for our workbooks and basically, 
this crazy lady in the US was holding our books hostage and we couldn't, like 
it was the middle of a large and we had so many... people wanted to know 
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where the books were and we were like, "Oh my god! We need to get them 
out of this crazy mailing house and we need to get them to someone more 
efficient." 

But, because of the whole Christmas breakdown, we couldn't do it like in the 
'me that we needed to do it in order to make it up to our customers because 
that's like the most important thing in the world. 

One of the tech guys from that company, they took a road trip across 
America, no f*cking sh*t, they got a huge truck and they drove from the East 
Coast of America over to the West Coast for us, picked up the books along 
the way and took them to Las Vegas to take them to, they drove like during 
the night through like terrible snow condi'ons. They just went above and 
beyond and like, the sweetest thing ever. I can't even imagine, like can you 
imagine a tech guy doing that for you? 

YARO: No. That's incredible. 

LEONIE: This is what's taking us. I know. 

YARO: What's their address again? Could you spell it out clearly? 

LEONIE: Yes, sure. Animasweb.com. 

YARO: Okay, wow! That's not what I'd call a tech person's job either. 

LEONIE: I know. 

YARO: I was thinking coding and the HTML design... not driving a truck. 

LEONIE: I know, right. Bless them. I just can't even speak hardly enough for 
them. And, that's the kind of people that you want on your team, people that 
would just do what it f*cking takes in order to create an amazing outcome for 
you and for your customers because they are the really important ones here. 

YARO: Okay, so tech, virtual assistants, Leonie on copy and crea've, pre\y 
lean and that's amazing. You're obviously gefng high leverage to get the kind 
of numbers you've got. So, it sounds like in my opinion, of course, my opinion 
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like the ideal situa'on because you haven't overcomplicated it with lots of 
people. You get to express yourself through your crea'vity and your ideas and 
people love what you're doing and want to buy it and you make money. 

Yes, you work hard in all the content you produce and being on social media 
but that's what you enjoy doing like you said so, you want to keep doing it, 
can we, for the last few ten to twenty minutes here, turn the a\en'on to the 
listener who is the newbie, who doesn't have ten years with a blog content, 
keep bringing them an audience, doesn't have tons of product available to sell 
on this amazing package, isn't an ar'st either poten'ally, you know, because 
that's an advantage you have, what do you tell the newbies nowadays who 
are just gefng started, if like yourself though, they do want to make maybe 
let's say six figures at least selling whatever their crea've output is using 
online business. How do you guide people? 

LEONIE: So, one, I just want to say even though like me and Yaro were born 
in the wild, wild west internet days, holy sh*t, like this is s'll like new 
foundling territory like don't be all like, "Oh wow, one percent is occupied. 
Looks like I missed my train." It's like why I'm probably gefng it like, f*ck that! 
Bad aftude, man like there is so much possibility and so much more poten'al 
and I think it's even more exci'ng nowadays because now, like more people 
are using the Internet and gefng more comfortable with buying sh*t off the 
Internet and it's star'ng to get somewhat of a clue because back in 2004, 
you'd like to try and create an online program and we'd get people like going, 
"Well, when is my binder turning up in the mail?" And, you're like, "No, dude. 
When I say 'PDF' that's a digital download." Whereas now, people have sort 
of a clue about that which is really nice. So, there's s'll 100% poten'al and 
possibility out there. 

Two, I think it's so important for you to know exactly what it is that you want 
to create and just f*cking do it your way like don't try and do it any other way, 
like the whole Marie Forleo, I mean, the woman is a bomb at the things that 
she's doing. She's amazing but, I see so many sites that are like really trying to 
be Marie-ish and like it puts me to f*cking sleep all the 'me. Like, Marie is 
doing Marie. You do you and you do it in a way that you want to do it 
because the world f*cking needs that like I'm a giant hippie and so, I so 
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believe that like everybody has their own voice and everybody has their own 
works and interes'ng bits about them. 

I'm just going to be honest about them because that's where the joys in life 
like don't try and fit in. Just stand out. Just be you. And then, the people who 
will like you will go, "Oh my god! They got... this person speaks my language," 
because there's hundreds of people that are talking business and marke'ng 
out there and the things that I hear most from my people is, "Oh, thank god, I 
found you because I didn't understand what any of them was saying but at 
least you speak in unicorn language." 

YARO: [Chuckle]. 

LEONIE: At least you make me giggle while we have to learn this boring sh*t 
and I'm like, "Yes, that's the spirit!" 

So, just do it in a way that you want to do it. And then, keep on stepping up 
every single day and ask yourself, "Okay, what is it that I need to do today to 
build my business. What do I need to do to grow it?" And, if you limit your 
hours in your business, that's f*cking great because I totally believe that I get 
more done in my short work day than what most people do in a full day 
because they're like, "Oh, okay, I've got eight hours ahead of me," and they 
plug along like a horse whereas I kind of run in like a racehorse like, "Right 
okay, I only got seven and a half hours before my kids start screaming for me." 

So, there's this real push there plus I've got a lot of energy from you know, 
having a life like everyone should have a life. It's really important to have a life 
and not let online business become your life because that's f*cking boring, 
man like it's fun but have some life. 

YARO: In terms of the prac'cal first step, do you s'll advocate start a blog, 
create a digital product, build an email list? 

LEONIE: Yes. 

YARO: Is that the basic formula you recommend? 
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LEONIE: Totally. So, one, a lot of people create like a Facebook page and start 
their business off their Facebook page. Sure, go ahead, do that if you want 
but, know that Facebook can f*ck you up at a moment's no'ce and you are 
not building a real sustainable business for yourself. You're not like if you're 
just doing it that way. That is not a sustainable business that is going to easily 
take you up to six or seven figures. You definitely s'll need to be crea'ng 
your own website, owning your own domain, crea'ng your own world, 
crea'ng your own mailing list. 

Email is always going to be around. Email is always going to convert be\er 
than Facebook because it's like playing in a casino like you might, this is in 
reference to Facebook, you might think, "Well, if I gamble a li\le bit, you 
know, I'm sure I'll win." But, you're like, "No." The whole point of a casino is 
you walk in to make them money. That's the point of it. They are the ones 
making money and that's the same thing with Facebook. You're entering into 
Facebook's territory and they are always the ones who can be making money. 

And of course, it is a massively awesome marke'ng tool but don't forget the 
My Space rule. You know, there's a lot of people out there who built up 
massive fan bases on My Space and guess what? They don't make sh*t 
anymore. 

So, you totally s'll need to have everything poin'ng back to your website. As 
far as like digital products, who f*cking knows? Like if you want to create a 
digital product, or if you want to create a printed product or if you want to do 
everything live, who cares? If you want to start sh*t, great! There's so many 
ways that you can make your money but you have to apply yourself to your 
business. You have to apply yourself to marke'ng. You have to apply yourself 
to copy and tes'ng and seeing what works and being really understanding 
who people are. That's f*cking gold. 

YARO: Okay [laughter]. I'm definitely going to have to put a swearing warning 
on this podcast. 

LEONIE: Oh yes. That's probably super cool. Hey, I ended up having to speak 
at a business women's club here in lovely far northern Queensland Cairns and 
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they asked me beforehand. They said, "Please can you not swear for this and, 
because I had complaints from people who swore a lot before." 

I was like, "Fine." But, I totally managed to say 'vagina' twice and 'boobs' once 
and I just felt like that was s'll really important like I just... li\le high five for 
myself. Yes. 

YARO: I'm not sure if they're swear words but as long as it makes you feel 
happy about your work. 

LEONIE: It did make me feel really happy plus I try to do it while staring at a 
guy just so that he would be like, "Oh god, she's staring at me when she says, 
'vagina.' Oh no. The hippie, the hippie! Get me away from the hippie!" 

So, it was great. Just a bit of, I love doing a bit of TMI. That's what I feel most 
of life in the world. 

YARO: Okay. So-- 

LEONIE: [Laughter]... moving on. 

YARO: Moving on... I'd like to get your website address out too because we 
have men'oned that you have huge sales pages and you don't even know 
how many products you've got available for sale or inside your academy so 
people can check that out. So, is it leoniedawson.com? Is it the best entry 
point for you? 

LEONIE: Yes, that's correct. So, Leonie is L-E-O-N-I-E, Dawson, D-A-W-S-O-
N, dot com. 

YARO: So, going forward for you, Leonie, is the goal sort of just keep building 
what you're doing or is there something significant, new on the horizon for 
you? What's up next? 

LEONIE: So next, next week we're moving across the country. We like to do 
crazy things so, we're moving down to Tasmania and I feel like it's going to be 
really, really fun because I feel like I've been a hermit in the mountains in the 
village, hippy like in this very small li\le village up in the mountains. 
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And so, I feel like I've just been hiding out here for a couple of years. I feel like 
I'm going down to civilisa'on again and I know that in Tasmania, which would 
make a lot of people outgoing, Tasmanian civilisa'on. I'm like, "Man, it has got 
big W and that really excites me because it's been an hours' drive for us." 

So, I feel like I'm going to be out in the world again and I'm going to go see 
Jim Collins and make him feel really uncomfortable at the Growth Summit and 
I just feel like I'm going to go out into the world and meet other people this 
year because I feel like I've been like become like the biggest goldfish in my 
li\le fish bowl if that makes sense. And so, I need to like go and get my mind 
blown by people who are like totally kicking my ass and who are like a million 
dollars a year [laughter]. Oh yes, back in the day, I remember when, and 
they're like doing, fiey million, a hundred million, like a billion, like I want to be 
around those kinds of people so, I can extend my mindset. 

I also want to, we're just about finished raising, we nearly got enough money 
to build a school in a third world country through Pencils of Promise. So, I'm 
like, "Oh yes," philanthropy is kind of really massive for me. I want to be like 
the next Bill Gates but like way ho\er and way more liable to talk about 
vaginas because I think Bill Gates goes that way but, whatever, it's fine. I 
would love and accept him if he did. 

And, I just want to see people live because I feel like I've been hidden away 
and I just want to uncomfortably hug people like for an awkwardly long 
amount of 'me and giggle raucously and be very, very naughty at live events. 
So, wherever I can be that, that would be so awesome. 

And, I'll probably s'll keep growing this business because why not? 

YARO: Well, the live events are in for a shock, I think this year coming up, 
Leonie. Lots of uncomfortable hugs... I do love the fact that you've done as 
well as you have being a hermit though. You have lived in the mountains for 
most of the 'me, you've grown a seven-figure business. 

LEONIE: Exactly. 
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YARO: No supermarket even nearby. That's a testament to how the Internet 
can be used no ma\er where you are and... yes, great example. 

LEONIE: Totally. I've never ever been to a business conference. I've never 
ever been to a business workshop. People were like, "Oh you know this 
person? This person don't like..." 

No, I'm like, I havenít even been outside this f*cking hermit village. 

YARO: Well, there hasn't been a lot of interviews about you, either. I don't 
know if you've appeared on many podcasts in the business world before. 

LEONIE: No, I haven't so I s'll feel like this hippie that's kind of accidentally 
ended up at a business party and like, "Oh, hey guys!" 

YARO: [Laughter]. Yes. 

LEONIE: [Laughter]. It was an accident. See I'm here now! 

So, I think, this is one of the first podcasts I've done. I've done some spiritual 
stuff before but yes, I'm star'ng to feel like a li\le bit legit now. I'm like, "Huh, 
yes, fair enough." 

YARO: Well, I'm happy to kick off the poten'al new round of business 
podcast you might do now as a result. So, Leonie, thank you for coming on 
and sharing your very open and very personality-driven business which I think 
comes through so clearly in this podcast. I think the one big takeaway I think 
to give to the listener is if a person like Leonie can be herself and that actually 
is a dis'nct advantage to build a successful business, then any one can do the 
same with their personality as well. So, be yourself is by far the biggest 
takeaway. 

LEONIE: Oh, thanks Yaro. I can't wait to meet you and give you an awkwardly 
long hug in person. 

YARO: [Chuckle] Yes, and you're going to stare at my face and say, 'vagina,' 
aren't you? I know it. So-- 
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LEONIE: Yes, right! Oh god! 

YARO: Awkward! 

Leonie, thank you. Hopefully, I will see you soon. 

LEONIE: Oh my pleasure, thank you so much. I'm giving you the heart symbol 
like Ellen does on her show like thank you. I'm so apprecia've. And, you guys 
f*cking rock and you rock and like, I'm so #fangirling right now. 

YARO: Okay, thanks Leonie. And for all the listeners, if you want to grab the 
notes that go along with this episode, or any of the other podcasts I've done, 
you can go to entrepreneurs-journey.com or google my name YARO and 
you'll find everything there. Thanks Leonie! Thanks to everyone listening in 
and I'll speak to you soon. Good bye. 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LAUNCH, GROW AND PROFIT 
FROM YOUR OWN PODCAST 
USING THE ‘INTERVIEW 
STORY’ FORMULA 

 
Podcas'ng can be a great way to engage with your audience, drive traffic to 

your website and promote your products and services. If you’ve ever 

thought about star'ng a podcast but don’t know where to start, Yaro has 

created Power Podcas9ng: a step-by-step training program that teaches you: 

• The basic technical tools you need to start podcas9ng FAST 

• How to refine the strategic purpose behind your podcast by becoming 

clear about what you want it to do for your business 

• How to conduct a ‘Podcast Launch’ so you can make a big splash 

when you first publish your podcast 

• The 10 step process for crea'ng a powerful storytelling interview 

• How to NOT be dependent on iTunes for your podcast traffic growth 

by tapping into other powerful referral traffic sources 

• Three different op'ons for charging money for podcast content, and 

what op'on I recommend you focus on.
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